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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Yooper Horoscopes

It’s a Trap!

by Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

by Corey Tindall ~ Holy Shit Table Tents Work

Aries: Take great caution when driving through the
Loop. A mystical alignment of logging trucks and unexpected ice storms may prove treacherous -- don’t be
afraid to pull the emergency break and slide a little. It
will look cool, I promise.

I’m going to assume that all of you guys are suffering
from just as much withdrawal as I am from the end of the
Broomball season. My team was one of the best, having
a winless season, which makes it all the more painful that
I cannot play anymore.

Taurus: Your love life will take an unexpected turn while
waiting in the checkout line at Wal-Mart. She will be
blonde-haired, blue-eyed, and have a minimum of two
k’s and an “ei” in her surname name. Do not pass up
an invitation to try her pannukakku*, as it is much more
delicious than you might think.

Every time that I walk back from the Café to my room in
DHH I see those lonely, empty ice rinks that taunt me as
I walk through the night. They say to me in a seductive
tone, “Come here big boy. Don’t you want to play all over
me with your balls and nice big stick? ;)” and I says “Oh
yes baby but I can’t! It has those damn ‘No Trespassing’
signs!” So I walk back to DHH with my head down low
as I eat my greasy burger and I am filled with sadness.

Gemini: Be wary of snaggle-toothed older men at the
bars this weekend. Their tempting offers of stories from
“back in their day” or promises of the “best karaoke
you ever heard” may ensnare your curiosity, but do not
be fooled. Your ears will be grateful.
Cancer: Orange flannel is not the pattern for you this
week, as it clashes with the colors and energy of the
morning sky. You would know this if you could frickin’
SEE the sky or anything, because the sun is EXACTLY at
eye level EVERY DAMN MORNING when you are driving
to work, and will be for the next few weeks at least.

But I have to wonder, why does the school torture us
poor students like this, day and night? So, I went back to
my room, turned off all of the lights and sat in a chair facing
the wall and came up with possible reasons. I managed
to come up with a few of them such as “They think we
will study more if we are always disheartened,” which
would explain why they put a school in a place with no
sun in it. Also, “The school thinks that it looks pretty to the
25 tourists that drive through Houghton from now until
the snow melts,” but I think that one is even less likely.

Leo: If the whim strikes you to drive north, do not ignore it -- rather, head for the water. Polar bear plunging into Gitchegumee can only result in exhilaration,
increased man-status, and a deeper understanding of

No, the main reason that I came up with for the arenas
not being taken down is not that they are just too lazy
but that they want to try and get more of the stupid
people to leave campus. The incredibly hard classes are

see Butterfree on back

see Venomoth on back

So, who still has a hangover from St.
Patty’s day? If you don’t you didn’t
celebrate it enough!

People who have no weaknesses are terrible; there
is no way of taking advantage of them.
Anatole France

...like old pizza!

Tuesday, March 19, 2013

PIC ‘O THE DAY!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

from Butterfree on front

why people drink so much in the UP.
Virgo: Despite the biting cold of the March re-freeze, do not go for a sauna! The freeze-thaw-freeze-thaw cycle has
weakened it, and it will most likely collapse on you. This week, revitalize yourself instead by partaking in activities that
do not involve dying.
Libra: The planets will align in such a way that you will eat a pasty this week. Accept every invitation to dine with
gratitude -- a stranger will introduce you to the wonders of da rutabaga. When the time comes (and you will know
when it does), the answer is either “ketchup” or “gravy.”
Scorpio: Bear in mind that most of the wildlife in the area is probably trying to kill you. Venturing outside, keep your
eyes watchful for misguided bear, wolves, visiting snowmobilers, and Backroom employees. Carry a lucky talisman
with you just in case.

from Venomoth on front

not enough for the school and there are still too many people here after the
semester. The dorms are still over-crowded and people are living like the slaves
did traveling across the Atlantic Ocean. The school leaves them up because
they know that people that miss Broomball even more than me will eventually
run onto the ice and therefore get kicked out of school.
It is a sad that the school would have to do something so underhanded as
this to get less people to be on campus but hey, can you blame them? They
already got your money for the semester and they would also fine you for
getting on the ice and we all have to remember that MTU is a business and
money is good. That, my friends, is why they leave the Broomball arenas up.
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The Daily Bull
Did you know? The Daily
Bull has meetings.
LIKE A SERIOUS
ORGANIZATION!?
Who would have known
that? Seriously. Not even
we knew that, and we’re
the Daily Bull. So if you’re
silly, or you just don’t care,
we meet:
Wednesdays
9:15 Walker 144

Sagittarius: Your New Year’s Resolution to see all the beautiful things in the Keweenaw is failing. Go get some snowshoes and stick to your plan. Beware the frozen-over ponds; an intense urge to take up ice fishing may possess you,
and it is critical that you resist. Otherwise, you will never do anything else, ever again.
Capricorn: The position of Saturn relative to Mars
will influence what radio station you listen to. If you
are lucky, your commute will be filled with recognizable classic hits from the Wolf or
some surprisingly catchy numbers on
Mix 93. Bring some CDs just in case
-- if Saturn and Mars are maligned,
you’ll be caught off guard by Really Loud Ska Band Number 12 on
WMTU.
Aquarius: Cliff jumping at Canyon
Falls in the winter can’t go poorly,
can it? Venus says no. Pack up your
swimming trunks, your sunscreen,
and your bionic replacement femurs -- all three will prove useful.
Pisces: Tragedy awaits you when
you discover that gas at the Pines
is no cheaper than gas in town this
week. If you embark on any long
journeys, take a friend with you so
that you have a shoulder to cry on.
*You know you have reached a
new level of “being here too long”
when you can finally spell pannukakku right on the first try, without
hesitation.

